Organic functional groups in aerosol particles from burning and non-burning forest emissions at a high-elevation mountain site
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Abstract. Ambient particles collected on teflon filters at the Peak of Whistler Mountain, British Columbia (2182 m a.s.l.) during spring and summer 2009 were measured by Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy for organic functional groups (OFG). The project mean and standard deviation of organic aerosol mass concentrations (OM) for all samples was 3.2±3.3 (µg m⁻³). Measurements of aerosol mass fragments, size, and number concentrations were used to separate fossil-fuel combustion and burning and non-burning forest sources of the measured organic aerosol. The OM was composed of the same anthropogenic and non-burning forest components observed at Whistler mid-valley in the spring of 2008; during the 2009 campaign, biomass burning aerosol was additionally observed from fire episodes occurring between June and September. On average, organic hydroxyl, alkane, carboxylic acid, ketone, and primary amine groups represented 31 %±11 %, 34 %±9 %, 23 %±6 %, 6 %±7 %, and 6 %±3 % of OM, respectively. Ketones in aerosols were associated with burning and non-burning forest origins, and represented up to 27 % of the OM. The organic aerosol fraction resided almost entirely in the submicron fraction without significant diurnal variations. OM/OC mass ratios ranged mostly between 2.0 and 2.2 and O/C atomic ratios between 0.57 and 0.76, indicating that the organic aerosol reaching the site was highly aged and possibly formed through secondary formation processes.

1 Introduction

Burning and non-burning forest emissions are important contributors to primary and secondary organic mass (OM) (Bond et al., 2004; Hallquist et al., 2009). Bond et al. (2004) name biomass burning (BB) as the largest (42 %) combustion source of primary organic carbon, outweighing both fossil fuel (38 %) and biofuel (20 %) combustion, and accounting for 31 to 45 Tg C yr⁻¹ of the global primary organic aerosol (POA). Gas phase compounds also result in significant aerosol formation (secondary organic aerosol, SOA). Globally, biogenic volatile organic compounds (BVOCs) emissions may be 10 times greater than anthropogenic VOC emissions (Seinfeld and Pandis, 2006). Oxidation of BVOCs yields a large biogenic contribution to SOA, with estimates ranging from 12 to 70 Tg C yr⁻¹ (Hallquist et al., 2009). Large mass contributions from sugars and homologous alkane and alkene compounds, have previously been reported by Fine et al. (2002) and Simoneit (2002) (among others) for products of various types of wood or wildfire (plant) burning using gas-chromatography with mass spectrometry (GC-MS). These methods typically report compounds identified from mass fragments, along with an unrecovered portion comprising an unresolved complex mixture (UCM) thought to be primarily ring-structured compounds, and another set of unidentified compounds (unextractable or unelutable) for which structures are not proposed. Levoglucosan, a thermal breakdown product of cellulose, is often used as a biomass burning marker (Simoneit et al., 1999). Levoglucosan is additionally measured by ion chromatography (Sullivan et al., 2008) or aerosol mass spectrometry (Lee et al., 2010), and has been suggested to contribute from a few to a quarter percent of the organic aerosol mass (Fine et al., 2002; Sullivan et al., 2008). There are also many
uncertainties regarding the composition of the organic fraction of BB aerosol, which are dependent on fuel type, burning phase (flaming or smoldering), and also the transformation through aging that occurs. Reid et al. (2005) provides a review on the rapid growth in particle size, recondensation of low-volatility products, and condensation of oxidized (presumably more polar and hydrophilic) products, increasing the aerosol hygroscopicity. The oxygenated fraction of BB aerosol is also reported to change with age. Levoglucosan (and presumably other anhydrous sugars) are reported to degrade in BB plumes (Hennigan et al., 2010, 2011; Cubison et al., 2011), while mass ratios of organic acid to carbonyl are reported to increase with age of aerosol in BB plumes Hawkins and Russell (2010).

These significant forest-related emissions present a complex issue for climate prediction due to a number of possible feedbacks. Large uncontrollable fires are expected to increase with climate change (IPCC, 2007) due to reduced rainfall and increased temperatures. Bowman et al. (2009) discuss how fires in turn influence climate due to their large greenhouse gas (CO$_2$ emissions equal to 50% of those from fossil-fuel combustion) and aerosol particle (40% of black carbon, along with large POA emissions discussed) emissions. Kulmala et al. (2004) explores feedbacks between climate and non-burning forest emissions. They present evidence that increased temperatures and CO$_2$ concentrations will act to fertilize forests, which will in turn create a large BVOC source and ultimately result in a cooling effect from the increased biogenic aerosol.

The radiative impacts of aerosol particles are altitude-dependent (Penner et al., 2003). Chuang et al. (2002) estimated the forcing from the first indirect effect associated with organic aerosol from BB to be $-1.16\; W m^{-2}$. Injection of aerosol particles higher in the atmosphere can increase particle lifetime and thus their ability to influence climate. Higher-altitude injections of organic BB aerosol may absorb longwave radiation, leading to negative forcing (Penner et al., 2003). Additionally, global chemical transport models have been reported to under-predict organic aerosol in the free troposphere by 10–100 times when compared to ambient measurements (Heald et al., 2005) during the ACE-Asia campaign (NW Pacific, 2001), though reported model-measurement discrepancies were much lower when large contributions from biomass burning and biogenic SOA were simulated for the ICARTT campaign measurements (northeastern North America, 2004) (Heald et al., 2006).

Measurements in the free troposphere (FT) can provide information regarding background concentrations (e.g., Nyeki et al., 1998) and detect pollutants transported over long distances (e.g., Leaitch et al., 2009), and yet multi-seasonal records of high-altitude measurements of organic aerosol composition in the FT are sparse. Researchers at one monitoring station, Jungfraujoch, located in the Swiss Alps ($\sim 3500\; m\; a.s.l.$), have summarized measurements of interannual, seasonal, and diurnal variations of aerosol at the site from their long-term measurement program, reporting vertical transport of airmasses from the boundary layer between late spring and late summer (Lugauer et al., 1998) and higher aerosol concentrations during these months, with the PM$_{10}$ mass primarily composed of organic and sulphate aerosol with smaller contributions from nitrate, ammonium, and black carbon (Cozic et al., 2008).

Functional group analysis by FTIR provides several useful characterizations for organic aerosol measurements. By using the full dimensionality of the feature vector (i.e., the full infrared spectrum that we analyze) in a factor-analytic decomposition of ambient aerosol spectra, component profiles have been shown to retain distinguishing spectral features which have been related to original sources of organic aerosols (Russell et al., 2011). A reduced representation of the FTIR spectrum in molar quantities of functional groups is physically meaningful to the extent that it has been linked to predictive models of molecular interactions in the condensed phase within an established thermodynamic framework (i.e., activity coefficients), from which hygroscopic properties and volatilities can be estimated.

In this study, we report on organic functional group (OFG) concentrations and composition at a lower free troposphere, high-elevation mountain site in Whistler, British Columbia, measured during spring and summer 2009. The campaign captured regional influences of burning and non-burning forest emissions, and a long-range transport episode impacting the aerosol concentrations at the site. The observed composition is contrasted with organic aerosol measurements influenced by similar sources at a lower elevation site in Whistler and other locations where FTIR measurements have been reported.

2 Methods

2.1 Sampling site

Since 2002, Environment Canada (EC) has conducted atmospheric composition measurements at Whistler Peak in the lower troposphere (2182 m a.s.l.) (Macdonald et al., 2006). Some of the objectives of the site are to monitor changes in the composition and concentration of particulate pollutants entering North America from Asia, document the aerosol in the free troposphere, and study the forest aerosol. The present sampling campaign consists of measurements from 26 March 2009 to 27 April 2009 and 23 May 2009 to 10 September 2009 (which roughly correspond to spring and summer seasons). The break in between was due to a logistical interruption in operations.

2.2 Aerosol sampling inlet

The ambient aerosol particles were delivered into the instrument room through a stainless steel manifold with an open intake covered above by a slightly conical hat. The
flow through the 7.3 cm ID manifold is approximately 1201 min⁻¹, equivalent to a speed of about 0.5 m s⁻¹. The manifold is about 6 m total length and therefore the average residence time is about 12 s. The transfer time from the manifold to each instrument is < 1 s. At the end of the manifold, particles are sampled from near the center of the flow to minimize wall losses of primarily ultrafine particles. Losses of coarse particles are primarily defined by the horizontal wind speeds at the intake point, and previous comparisons with other measurements suggest that particles of at least 6 μm diameter are sampled with efficiency equivalent to the measurement uncertainty. The intake of the manifold is heated to a minimum of 4 °C in order to prevent riming of the intake when supercooled cloud is present. The aerosol drawn down the manifold into the room housing the instruments is further warmed up to as much as 20 °C. In the case of the filters for the OFG analysis this warming is momentary as the aerosol was collected onto filters housed in a refrigerator held at a temperature of approximately 4 °C, to reduce losses from volatilization over multiple-day exposure periods. The sampling line connecting the filters to the manifold was nearly vertical and about 1 m of 1 cm ID stainless steel tubing.

2.3 Organic functional group composition

Atmospheric particles were sampled on teflon filters and analyzed by Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy and X-ray fluorescence (XRF) techniques for organic functional group (OFG) and elemental composition. Over a sampling period of approximately three to five days, five filter samples were collected, with three measurements collected simultaneously on 37 mm Teflon filters (Pall Inc.). The filter collection was divided by size into total and submicron filters, and by day and night samples with an automated switch occurring at 06:30 and 18:30 PST daily. The total samples were collected from an inlet with no size-selection. Total samples can be considered to include collection of particles up to 10 μm with the absolute upper limit dependent on ambient conditions, such as wind speed and precipitation. Submicron samples were collected downstream of a 1 μm impactor (Brechtel Manufacturing, Inc., Hayward, CA). A full-day filter type (sampling through both day and night) was changed from having a submicron to total sizecut on 29 May 2009. Samples were kept frozen until analysis by FTIR spectroscopy. The filters were equilibrated in a temperature and humidity-controlled cleanroom environment for 24 h before FTIR spectroscopic analysis. FTIR sample spectra were measured with a Tensor 27 spectrometer (Bruker, Billerica, MA), and baselined and fitted with peaks to identify OFG using the method described by Maria et al. (2003), Russell (2003), and Russell et al. (2009). Using this method, FTIR spectroscopy provides OFG concentrations, including alkane, carboxylic acid, organic hydroxyl, primary amine, carbonyl, alkenes, and aromatic groups, through chemical bond-based measurements in atmospheric particles collected on a substrate (Russell et al., 2009). Alkene, aromatic, and organonitrate groups were below detection limit for all samples. Our discussion of OM will therefore neglect these compounds; their contribution to the actual OM is estimated to be between 2–5 %. Organosulfate groups were above detection limit during only one three day-long sampling period. Ketone group contributions are estimated from a comparison of moles of carboxylic C-OH and total carbonyl quantified; non-acid carbonyl (including aldehydes and ketones) are determined by the moles of carbonyl present in excess of quantified moles of carboxylic C-OH. The moles of carboxylic C-OH and carbonyl for which carbonyl was not determined to be in excess had a correlation coefficient (r) of 0.84 and a regression slope of 1.0. The non-acid carbonyl is determined to be ketonic rather than aldehyde carbonyl, as absorption bands between 2700 cm⁻¹ and 2860 cm⁻¹ indicative of aldehydic hydrogen were not observed in the Whistler Peak spectra. The quantified non-acid carbonyl will therefore be referred to as ketones in this manuscript. The uncertainty and detection limit of ketones are therefore estimated through a contribution of the estimated carboxylic C-OH and total carbonyl (Russell et al., 2009). Further details regarding the interpretation of spectra for apportioning absorbance to moles of bond or functional group, with respective detection limits, are provided by Maria et al. (2003) and Russell et al. (2009). Estimation of mass from these quantities is based on the analysis by Russell (2003), where moles of measured bonds are converted to the moles of comprising atoms, and values of OM are calculated from the sum of moles of atoms multiplied by their respective molecular weights. Using this approach, the uncertainty in OM has been calculated to be on the order of 23 % (Russell, 2003).

2.4 Elemental analysis

XRF analysis provides quantitative measurements of elemental composition. Ninety of the same filter samples used for FTIR, the majority of which are submicron samples, were sent to Chester LabNet (Tigard, Oregon) for elemental analysis of elements Na and heavier (Maria et al., 2003).

2.5 Spectromicroscopy

Scanning Transmission X-Ray Microscopy with Near-Edge X-Ray Absorption Fine Structure (STXM-NEXAFS; Stöhr, 1992) with processing algorithms described by Takahama et al. (2010) was also used to examine single particle morphology and composition for a limited number of particles. With this method, X-rays generated at the Advanced Light Source at Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratories (Beamline 5.3.2) are used to probe the electronic structure of individual particles at a spatial resolution of approximately 30 nm. Collectively, 30 particles from samples collected on 1 August 2009, 16:53–17:13 and 21 August 2009, 16:14–16:39, were analyzed.
2.6 Particle number concentrations

Particle number concentrations were measured using a TSI 3025 Ultrafine Condensation Particle Counter (UCPC) throughout the study. Particle size distributions from 0.01 µm to 0.5 µm diameter were measured with a MSP Wide-range Particle Spectrometer (WPS; Liu et al., 2010) until June 28 and a TSI 3034 Scanning Mobility Particle System (3034-SMPS) from 1–31 August; malfuncton terminated measurements in both cases. The WSP contains a Scanning Mobility Spectrometer (SMS) for particle measurement from 0.01 to 0.5 µm and a Laser Particle Spectrometer (LPS) for measurement in the 0.5 to 10 µm range. Despite the malfunction of the SMS on June 28, the LPS continued to operate and particle size distributions from 0.5 to 10 µm were measured with the LPS throughout the study period. The LPS data are based on the manufacturer’s calibration using polystyrene latex particles (PSLs; real refractive index of 1.585), but here we only use the data to estimate the number concentrations of supermicron particles. The SMS and the 3034-SMPS measurements are based on particle mobility in an electric field. Sizing by the SMS and 3034-SMPS was verified on site using a TSI 3071 Electrostatic Classifier calibrated with PSLs, and operated with a sheath to sample flow rate ratio of 10:1 (Knutson and Whithy, 1975). Comparisons of 30-min averaged total particle number concentrations from the UCPC with the 3034 during situations when particles were <20 nm diameter are <3 % of the total, which included BB aerosols, show the particle concentration measurements agree to within 10 % and on average differ by 5 %. The same comparison of the SMS and the UCPC indicate the SMS co-varied but was biased low relative to the UCPC by about 20 % on average.

2.7 Black carbon number concentrations

A Single Particle Soot Photometer (SP2; Droplet Measurement Technologies, Inc.) was installed at Whistler Peak in early July. Aerosol particles are sampled into the cavity of a Nd:YAG lasing crystal (1064 nm) where the particles containing black carbon (BC) absorb the energy and thermally irradiate as they vapourise at approximately 4000K. The emitted thermal radiation (at visible wavelengths) is detected with red and blue sensitive photomultipliers. A comprehensive discussion of the SP2 operation and calibration is given by Schwarz et al. (2010). A linear calibration curve was generated by SP2 response to particles atomized from “Aquadag” in solution and size selecting them by using a TSI Electrostatic Classifier. The results also indicated a lower size threshold for detection of a BC particle of about 110 nm mobility diameter. PAPI software developed by DMT was used for the data analysis. The details of PAPI software performance and evaluations with other methods have been described by Subramanian et al. (2010) and Cross et al. (2010).

2.8 Non-refractory organic and inorganic mass concentrations

An Aerodyne Aerosol Chemical Speciation Monitor (ACSM; Ng et al., 2011) was installed at Whistler Peak in early July, 2009. The ACSM is similar to the Aerodyne Aerosol Mass Spectrometer (AMS; Jayne et al., 2000) with the primary differences being no particle time-of-flight measurement and reduced sensitivity. The ACSM uses a Pfeiffer Prisma quadrupole and scans over 150 mass/charge (m/z) units. At Whistler Peak, the scan rate is set to 1 m/z per second and every other scan is performed on filtered aerosol. The difference between alternate ambient and filter scans (12 scans in total) is averaged over a 30 min period to produce a sample data point. The ACSM uses an internal permeation source of naphthalene, identified at m/z 128, to provide the system constant after correction for chamber temperature. Mass calibrations are done with nearly monodisperse particles of ammonium nitrate (selected with a 10:1 sheath to sample flow rate on a TSI 3071 Electrostatic Classifier), and the relative ionisation efficiencies for sulphate and organics are based on the AMS (Ng et al., 2011). The data analysis is based on Allan et al. (2004) and Canagaratna et al. (2007), and the details are discussed by Ng et al. (2011). The measured detection limits for the 30 min averaged samples collected at Whistler peak are 40 ng/m³ for nitrate, 40 ng/m³ for sulphate and 600 ng/m³ for the total organic components.

2.9 Inorganic ions analysis

Teflon filters sampled at 16.71 min⁻¹ over successive 48 h periods through a 2.5 µm URG cyclone were analyzed by ion chromatography for ions of chloride, nitrate, sulphate, sodium, ammonium, and potassium.

2.10 Comparisons of ambient and reference mass-fragment spectra

To compare similarity – resemblance based on relative proportions of ion signals at unit mass resolution – of ambient ACSM mass spectra to reference mass spectra of dark α-pinene ozonolysis (Shilling et al., 2009), we use the cosine angle metric-defined as \( \theta = \arccos \left( \frac{\mathbf{x}^T \mathbf{y}}{||\mathbf{x}|| ||\mathbf{y}||} \right) \) where \( \mathbf{x} \) and \( \mathbf{y} \) are ion counts of two spectra (one ambient and the other reference in this case) at m/z units of 43, 44, 57, 60, and 73, expressed as feature vectors. The medium and high VOC loading case (spectrums (ii) and (iii) from Shilling et al., 2009) are used for comparison. The cosine angle metric is related to the Euclidean distance metric between spectra normalized by their respective dot products, and also to a measure of uncentred correlation.
Table 1. Statistical learning methods – both supervised (known components or groups) and unsupervised (unknown components or groups) – used for analysis of FTIR spectra.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task</th>
<th>Supervised</th>
<th>Unsupervised</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Determine components</td>
<td>regression*</td>
<td>Positive Matrix Factorization***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Establish groups/membership</td>
<td>(classification**)</td>
<td>hierarchical cluster analysis****</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Two types of regression are used, where components are (1) known absorption patterns of functional group absorbance, and (2) spectra representing source components derived from previous studies.
** The classification problem is approached only informally; most probable labels for ambient aerosol spectra measured in this campaign are determined from comparison to previously reported spectra in the literature using visual inspection.
*** PMF (Paatero and Tapper, 1994).

2.11 Dimension reduction methods for FTIR analysis

Several statistical learning methods (Hastie et al., 2009) are used to reduce the dimensionality of the ambient FTIR spectra dataset and highlight relevant patterns for interpretation (Table 1). The methods chosen reflect our emphasis in using these methods to derive physically-meaningful understanding of measurements over building models for empirical prediction. In addition to the functional group analysis discussed above, the composition and contribution of multiple components in submicron FTIR spectra were inferred by application of Positive Matrix Factorization (PMF; Paatero and Tapper, 1994), and regression analysis to the spectra matrix consisting of samples and wavenumbers in the two dimensions. PMF has been applied to FTIR spectra to identify and separate varying components (Russell et al., 2009; Hawkins and Russell, 2010; Schwartz et al., 2010). Solutions using rotation parameter FPEAK of −1.2 to 1.2 by increments of 0.6, seed values of 1, 10, and 100, and number of factors between two to six were examined. The Explained Variation (EV) metric is used to report what fraction or percentage of the variation in a sample spectrum is captured by the PMF components, and is defined as (Paatero, 2007)

$$EV_{ik} = \frac{\sum_{j=1}^{m}|g_{ik}f_{kj}|/s_{ij}}{\sum_{j=1}^{m}\sum_{h=1}^{p}|g_{ik}f_{kj}| + |e_{ij}|}/s_{ij} \quad \forall k = 1, \ldots, p$$ (1)

where $i$ is the sample number, $k$ is the factor number, and $p$ is the number of factors chosen. $g_{ik}$ is strength or contribution of factor $k$ to the $i$-th sample, $f_{kj}$ is value (absorbance) of factor $k$ for variable (wavenumber) $j$, and $e_{ij}$ is the residual as defined in the factor analytic expression, $x_{ij} = \sum_{k=1}^{p}g_{ik}f_{kj} + e_{ij}$, where $x_{ij}$ is the absorbance for the $i$-th sample at wavenumber $j$. $s_{ij}$ is the standard deviation matrix (or inverse squared weighting matrix) which is expressed in the objective function to be minimized, $Q = \sum_{i=1}^{n}\sum_{j=1}^{m}|e_{ij}|^2/s_{ij}^2$, subject to non-negativity constraints on $g_{ik}$ and $f_{kj}$ for $n$ samples and $m$ wavenumbers. A lack of differences among the component spectra for different rotations were observed, suggesting that the PMF solutions are robust and independent of rotation. The FPEAK = 0 solution is used for further analysis. Regression analysis of Whistler Peak FTIR spectra was also performed to provide another means of estimating component contributions to ambient spectra. In this case, the problem statement and objective function is identical to that of PMF, but the component profiles (values of $f_{kj}$) are assumed a priori. Spectra from anthropogenic combustion and three (non-burning) biogenic origins derived from PMF analysis of Whistler mid-valley spectra (Schwartz et al., 2010), and a BB spectrum from PMF decomposition of Scripps Pier spectra (Hawkins and Russell, 2010) were used as regressors (predictor variables). The explained variation (Eq. 1) is also used to assess the relative contributions of each component to ambient observations. While a successful PMF separation can provide average component profiles comprising the measured set of mixture samples, regression analysis eliminates some uncertainties associated with the bilinear decomposition problem of PMF by fixing the component profile matrix, provided that the profiles are complete and correct. This latter condition is found to be approximately satisfied, as the component profiles obtained from PMF are nearly identical to the set of spectra used as regressors (Sect. 3.3.2). Cluster analysis is also used to centre the discussion around a few spectra types, each of which presumably share similar histories (i.e. sources and extent of atmospheric processing). An agglomerative, hierarchical clustering algorithm outlined by (Ward, 1963) is applied to the ambient submicron aerosol spectra after normalizing by their respective dot products (Murphy et al., 2003). In the extreme and idealized case where a single set of components are observed at the site for each FTIR filter sampling period, PMF factors and clusters centres should be approximately identical. However, the more likely scenario is that clusters represent sets of sample mixtures containing relatively similar proportion of components; while PMF factors correspond to the elementary, statistically distinguishable components, with factor strengths indicating their relative contributions to each sample mixture. To address the questions pertaining to effectiveness of separation...
in and understanding of PMF solutions (Paatero et al., 2002; Ulbrich et al., 2009), a combination of cluster analysis, regression, and PMF approaches is used to provide complementary information and robust interpretations to the analysis of ambient aerosol spectra.

2.12 Backtrajectory analysis

Potential Source Contribution Function (PSCF; Pekney et al., 2006) was also used to infer source regions from observed aerosol composition and concentrations, and airmass backtrajectories obtained from the HYbrid Single Particle Lagrangian Integrated Trajectory Model (NOAA HYSPLIT; Draxler and Rolph, 2010). Six-day backtrajectories were calculated every two hours for the duration of the campaign at heights of 10, 100, and 500 m above ground level to consider the uncertainty of trajectories due to initial conditions. These trajectories were split according to pre-determined groups (by concentration order statistics or cluster analysis on explained variance of PMF factors).

3 Results and Discussion

3.1 OM concentration and OFG composition

The OM was composed of alkane, carboxylic acid, ketone, organic hydroxyl, and primary amine groups and was highly variable throughout the project for all sample types as shown in Fig. 1. The OM project means and standard deviations for submicron samples, total samples, and both submicron and total samples together, are \(3.1 \pm 3.2 \mu g m^{-3}\), \(3.3 \pm 3.2 \mu g m^{-3}\), and \(3.2 \pm 3.3 \mu g m^{-3}\), respectively. The mean OM of \(4.1 \pm 3.5 \mu g m^{-3}\) during the summer period (from late May to Sept) is significantly higher than the \(0.6 \pm 0.3 \mu g m^{-3}\) mean concentration measured during the first month, corresponding to the spring season. This difference in the periods is emphasized by a comparison of the maximum concentrations of \(1.2 \mu g m^{-3}\) and \(13.6 \mu g m^{-3}\) during the spring and summer periods, respectively. The episodic variations in OM concentrations quantified by FTIR are also captured by co-located organic aerosol measurements from the ACSM, with a correlation coefficient of 0.88 and reduced major axis regression slope of 0.57 between the two methods. A time-dependent collection efficiency was estimated for the ACSM, using its ammonium to sulphate ratio (as described by Quinn et al., 2006) with a collection efficiency of 1 for a ratio of zero (sulphuric acid) and 0.45 for a ratio of 1 (ammonium sulphate), with values linearly interpolated in between. This calculated collection efficiency was 0.49 on average; the post-corrected correlation between the ACSM and FTIR OM is 0.88 with a new major axis regression slope of 1.25. The independent correction brings the ACSM-FTIR in agreement within 25 % on average, but with a strong correlation, which is more relevant for the analysis in trends considered in this manuscript.

The OFG composition as OM fraction is shown in Fig. 2. Time series of OFG fraction as stacked bars with colors as in Fig. 1 (organic hydroxyl (pink), alkane (blue), ketone (teal), primary amine (orange), acid (green), organosulphate (yellow)) in (a) day submicron, (b) day total, (c) day and night (submicron before 29 May 2009, and total post that date), (d) night submicron and, (e) night total aerosol during the 2009 sampling period. The color bar on top shows periods when supermicron aerosol was measured (red) and organosulphate groups were above detection limit (yellow).
The rest of the NEXAFS spectra did not have distinct signatures of functional group absorption (more observation of these nondescript particles are discussed by Takahama et al., 2007). Schwartz et al. (2010) attributed the presence of ketones at the Whistler mid-valley site to biogenic (forest) emissions; Hawkins and Russell (2010) hypothesize that the abundance of ketones observed at the Scripps pier may have also originated from forest BVOCs co-emitted during burning events. Oxidation products of non-aromatic ring structures (e.g., pinonaldehyde, pina ketone from monoterpenes) are known to contain ketones (as summarized in Table 2 by Schwartz et al., 2010). Influences from both burning and non-burning terrestrial vegetation were observed more frequently during the summer period (Sect. 3.3.2), coincident with the observation of ketone groups associated with these source emissions or products.

### 3.2 Size and diurnal comparison

The comparisons between the submicron and total OM and OFGs for both day and night are shown in Fig. 4. In all but a few samples, the total and submicron OM measurements compare very well and within the uncertainties of the measurements. The average total to submicron OM ratio is 0.99 with a correlation coefficient equal to 0.97. Total and submicron OM are indistinguishable during most samples, suggesting that little organic mass is present in supermicron particles. This is in contrast with element concentrations analyzed by XRF on the same filters. For elements typically associated with dust emissions (Ti, Fe, Ca, K, Si, Al, Sr, Mn), their mass concentrations in submicron aerosol were 47–67% of that measured in the total samples (Si and Ca shown in Fig. 4); this fraction was consistent for each element (correlation coefficients between these submicron and total aerosol concentrations were >0.95).

During two periods, 17 to 21 August (night only) and 24 August to 31 August, a large difference between total and submicron OM measurements was observed, indicating OM was present in supermicron particles. Supermicron and submicron OFG composition is similar in all but the 17 to 21 August night samples. A discussion of possible source influences during this period is discussed in Sect. 3.3.2.

Significant systematic differences between day and night samples were not observed in FTIR-quantified mass concentrations of OM and OFGs (Fig. 5). Diurnal variations are observed in concentrations of elements associated with dust emissions, however, with higher loadings observed during the day (night-time concentrations ranged between 43 and 86% of day-time concentrations and showed relatively consistent trends for each element; examples for Si and Ca shown in Fig. 5). Observation of a systematic difference in dust concentrations indicates that diurnal variations in locally-emitted aerosols, presumably reflecting changes in...
the boundary layer height, were detected at the Whistler Peak site. The lack of large and systematic differences in OM suggests that on average, the measured organic aerosol originates from a regional rather than immediately local source, as temporal variation in source signatures is expected to be lost in aged air masses. Non-local organic aerosol sources are consistent with previous studies at the Whistler Peak location and are expected for this high-altitude, remote measurement site (Sun et al., 2009; Leaitch et al., 2009); this will again be discussed in Sect. 3.3.2.

3.3 Organic aerosol sources impacting the site

Schwartz et al. (2010) identified anthropogenic combustion and biogenic, or non-burning forest, sources during measurements in the spring of 2008 at the Whistler mid-valley site. Here we consider these sources with the addition of BB which was prominent in the region for much of the summer. The British Columbia 2009 wildfire season was exceptionally severe in its length, number of fires, and area burned, and was accompanied by low precipitation. According to the British Columbia Wildfire Management branch, the 2009 fire
season had one of the highest number of fires on record, with a total of 3,040 fires (http://bcwildfire.ca/History/Summary.htm). During several time periods in the 2009 campaign, smoke was visible at the sampling site. Two separate fires occurred on Blackcomb mountain (less than 20 km from Whistler Peak) during 30 July to 8 August. As shown in Fig. 1, the largest OM concentrations measured by FTIR occurred for three samples collected between 28 July to 8 August, with reported concentrations of 10–14 µg m$^{-3}$. McKendry et al. (2010) also identified and studied another fire period between 29 August and 31 August using ceilometer and other measurements. We identify the contributions from these sources (anthropogenic combustion, biogenic, and BB) using differences in perceived chemical and physical characteristics of the measured aerosol and components resolved by high time-resolution measurements, with additional insight gained from factor and regression analyses on FTIR spectra, and geo-spatial information regarding backtrajectories and fire locations.

### 3.3.1 Identifying periods of source dominance

Periods strongly influenced by burning and non-burning forest emissions are differentiated from those influenced heavily by anthropogenic combustion by examining the relative fraction of organic aerosol to organic and sulphate aerosol from the ACSM (absolute concentrations shown in Fig. 6a). During these forest-emission-dominated periods, this organic fraction is $>70\%$. Episodes of BB are distinguished from non-burning periods by examining the count of local and regional fire hotspots (Fig. 7a, data provided by Natural Resources Canada, http://www.nrcan-rncan.gc.ca) and
increases in concentrations of mass fragments m/z 57, 60, and 73 (Fig. 6b; Schneider et al., 2006; Lee et al., 2010). The selection of these periods is confirmed by the rise in potassium to sulphate ratio (Fig. 7c) and calculated non-soil potassium concentrations (Fig. 7d), which are measured on a more coarse time resolution by filter-based methods. Lower values of cosine angle metric between ambient mass spectra and laboratory spectra of Shilling et al. (2009) are also observed during periods when the metrics for BB are low or absent. The mass spectra are more similar to the products of α-pinene ozonolysis, indicated by the lower values of this angle metric. The increasing ratio of m/z 44 to m/z 43 fragments indicates the presence of a more oxygenated organic aerosol (Ng et al., 2010) during BB periods compared to periods influenced by non-burning biogenic emissions. During these periods, BC number concentrations, coarse particle number concentrations, and modes of particle size distributions are also observed to increase, indicating a change in airmass. Though not specific to BB events, an increase in the particle mode diameter has been observed during such periods (e.g., Rissler et al., 2006).

Based on the above criteria, we identify periods or episodes described above in Figs. 6 and 7 as non-burning biogenic (green), BB (pink) and anthropogenic combustion (no colour). Their relationship to relative spatial distributions of backtrajectories and geographical features (cities, forests, and fire hotspots) using PSCF are shown in Fig. 8. The anthropogenic combustion periods are likely to be influenced by regional emissions from Northwest cities such as Vancouver and Seattle and pollutants from long-range transport of Asian emissions (Fig. 8a), consistent with measurements of sulphate at Whistler Peak by Sun et al. (2009). Meteorological trajectories extending back 5 days indicate another set of trajectories with possible origins from Asia, outside of the domain of PSCF analysis. In agreement with the fire count time series shown previously, PSCF maps indicate collectively lower fire counts during non-burning biogenic source periods than biomass-burning periods, and wind trajectories arrive at Whistler Peak from the north over forested regions (Fig. 8b). During BB episodes, airmasses appear to arrive primarily from northeast of the site after passing near or over hotspots during fire periods (Fig. 8c), concurrent with smoke and reduced visibility often reported at the peak site. Figure 8 supports the attribution of periods to emission sources.

### 3.3.2 Influence of source on measured organic functional groups

**Spectra categories and source contributions from regression analysis**

To interpret the influence of source on measured OFGs, categories created by the clustering approach described in Sect. 2 are used to discuss the submicron aerosol spectra (Fig. 9). The result is a set of several categories containing spectra with similar features, and the membership of each filter to these categories in time is illustrated in the lower panel of Fig. 9. We interpret the features present in the spectra in the context of FTIR PMF factors derived from previous campaigns (Schwartz et al., 2010; Hawkins and Russell, 2010), and assess relative contributions of these components to each cluster by regression analysis. The results from the regression analysis may be considered qualitative, as they are dependent upon the assumptions regarding (1) components present in each sample and (2) absorption profiles of the components. In addition, some degree of collinearity is present in the spectral profiles combined from the previous campaigns. For instance, the correlation between spectral-profile pairs of anthropogenic combustion and “Biogenic Part 1” from Whistler mid-valley (Schwartz et al., 2010), and “Biogenic Part 3” from Whistler mid-valley (Schwartz et al., 2010) and the Scripps Pier BB factor (Hawkins and Russell, 2010) components are both 0.82, leading to an inflated variance in contribution estimates. This effect may lead to higher uncertainty in apportioned values between the anthropogenic combustion and forest component, and between the forest and BB components. However, these results provide
Fig. 9. (a)–(e) Clustered FTIR spectra of submicron aerosol with inset pie graphs depicting average relative contributions of each functional group to OM: hydroxyl (pink), alkane (blue), acid (green), ketones (teal), and primary amine (orange) groups. (a')–(e') Relative contributions (as Explained Variance) from regression analysis for anthropogenic combustion (AC), biogenic (Bio), and biomass burning (BB) components shown as box-and-whisker plots, with individual points overlaid for each category. (f') Time series indicating membership of samples to one of five clusters (labeled on y-axis) introduced in top row. Bars horizontally span sampling periods for each filter; positive and negative vertical offsets indicate day or night samples respectively. Pink indicates periods with biomass burning influence, and green indicates periods with primarily non-burning biogenic influence.

first-order insights into the relative contribution of different source components to each spectra type.

Spectra in category (a) are suggested to have origins in fossil-fuel anthropogenic combustion. Aerosols having this spectra are accompanied by sulphur concentrations twice as high on average (uncorrected value of 0.8 µg m$^{-3}$) as during other periods, and FTIR spectral profiles resemble anthropogenic combustion factors identified at the Whistler mid-mountain site and other field campaigns (Russell et al., 2009; Liu et al., 2009; Hawkins and Russell, 2010). This category of aerosols appear to contain more organic hydroxyl than anthropogenic combustion factors derived from PMF (hydroxyl mass fraction is on average 30%, contrasted with 17% at Whistler mid-valley, Schwartz et al., 2010). This suggests a mix of anthropogenic combustion with biogenic (Schwartz et al., 2010) or marine sources (Russell et al., 2010), as forests around Whistler or the Pacific Ocean may contribute to the organic aerosol transported to the site from anthropogenic combustion sources. Regression analysis using anthropogenic combustion, forest, and BB sources supports the forest attribution...
of the source of this feature (Fig. 9a’), indicating the largest contributions from anthropogenic combustion (70 % on average), with smaller contributions (24 % on average) from forest components. As the Whistler Peak is surrounded by forest sources, it is not surprising to find forest contributions to all samples. Aerosols with spectra belonging in this cluster were collected during periods not designated as non-burning biogenic or burning periods, suggesting that indeed the primary source of influence is likely to be anthropogenic combustion.

Spectra in category (c) resembles the combined (non-burning) biogenic factor from the 2008 campaign at Whistler mid-valley (Schwartz et al., 2010; Fig. 10b). This factor is not dominated by any one functional group, but is distributed as 34 % alkane, 24 % acid, 20 % hydroxyl, and 14 % carbonyl on average. While aerosols with type (c) spectra were collected during several different periods, two spectra in this category were the only ones observed largely within the bounds of the non-burning biogenic periods (between 20 July and 28 July, Fig. 9f’). Regression analysis also supports this interpretation, with strongest contributions from non-burning forest sources (66 %; Fig. 9c’).

Spectra in category (e) are characterized by high carbonyl and primary amine absorption (on average, 26 and 19 % of OM, respectively), very little organic hydroxyl (6 % on average), and a pair of sharp peaks at 2920 and 2850 cm\(^{-1}\). The overall spectral shape and composition is unmistakably attributable to burning sources similar to those observed in many locations (including San Diego, CA, and Mexico City, Mexico; Table 1 and Fig. 2D by Russell et al., 2011), and this aerosol type measured by FTIR has been shown to correlate with AMS BB aerosol components (Hawkins and Russell, 2010). The proportion of alcohol, acid, and ketone groups are in agreement with average compositions for similar measurements of BB aerosol reported previously (Russell et al., 2011). The primary amine fraction is significantly higher than what appears to be a background concentration present during other periods, consistent with other findings of elevated amine concentrations in BB aerosol (e.g., Laskin et al., 2009). Regression analysis also supports this interpretation, with BB contributions explaining 60 % of the variation, with 20 % contribution from forest components (Fig. 9e’). These spectra were observed sometime during the evenings of 17 to 21 August and 31 August to 3 September, which were periods independently determined to be influenced by fire emissions (Fig. 9f’). Significant mass contributions from levoglucosan and other anhydrous sugars have been identified in BB aerosol, with levoglucosan mass contributing between 3–16 % of OM identified by gas chromatography and mass spectrometry (GC-MS), (Fine et al., 2002); 25 % by IC analysis and evolved-gas analysis (EGA) (assuming OM/OC of 1.6, Sullivan et al., 2008). However, levoglucosan or its markers have been reported to degrade in aged BB plumes (Hennigan et al., 2010; Cubison et al., 2011). As much as 80 % degradation of levoglucosan has been observed in the laboratory under typical atmospheric oxidation conditions (Hennigan et al., 2011). The OM/OC and O/C ratios discussed below indicate an aged BB aerosol, which is consistent with the low hydroxyl organic aerosol fraction reported here. In addition, FTIR resolves most of the OM mass (Turpin et al., 2000; Russell, 2003), possibly providing a more complete picture of relative composition. The FTIR method is sensitive to the organic hydroxyl content of the aerosol (as demonstrated by Russell et al., 2010), but also measures the alkane groups present in levoglucosan and other anhydrous sugars, in addition to hydrocarbon chains including alkanic acids, alkane, waxes. There may also be a non-negligible contribution from burning and non-burning leaf-related emissions. For instance, levoglucosan levels in leaves tend to be lower than wood burning (Schmidl et al., 2008; Sullivan et al., 2008), and concentrations of other anhydrous sugars formed during pyrolysis of cellulose can vary across fuel type (Schmidl et al., 2008). Lofted plant waxes co-emitted with biomass burning in forests may also provide a partial explanation for this discrepancy, as evidenced by the visible methylene peaks in the spectra.

This pair of sharp peaks has been observed and described by Hawkins and Russell (2010). The authors observed this same spectral feature in a subset of samples collected at the Scripps Pier during summer 2008, and identified it as being associated with the BB PMF factor (Fig. 10e). The sharpness of the peaks, which are located at the sp\(^3\) C-H stretching absorption from methylene groups, is suggested to originate from repeating methylene units in long-chain plant cuticle wax detritus (Hawkins and Russell, 2010). Hawkins and Russell (2010) report several observations in which these compounds were lofted in large wildfires (Simonet, 1985; Fang et al., 1999; Simonet et al., 2004; Medeiros et al., 2006).

Spectra in categories (b) and (d) (Fig. 9b and d, respectively) appear to contain a mix of sources, more than the other three categories, and their occurrence in time indicates that their collection times span more than one source period (Fig. 9f’). Spectra type (b) appears to have a peak at 3100 cm\(^{-1}\) (as does type a), suggesting the presence of ammonium, but also contains methylene peaks, hydroxyl, and carbonyl; this is possibly a mix of anthropogenic combustion, non-burning biogenic, and BB aerosol. Spectra type (d) shows a strong hydroxyl signature with methylene peaks and carbonyl absorption, and occurs primarily during non-burning biogenic and BB periods. Similarity to a combined forest (burning and non-burning) PMF factor (2-factor solution, discussed below) for this spectra set, suggests that this is a plausible interpretation. Given the remote location of the Whistler Peak sampling site and three to five-day collection times, the occurrence of such a mixture would not be surprising. Relative contributions in each mixture is supported by regression analysis; with variations explained by anthropogenic combustion, non-burning forest, and BB with on the order of 28, 53, and 13 % for spectra category (b), and 9, 60,
and 23% for category (d), respectively (Figs. 9b′ and d′). The methylene peaks in these sample spectra indicate the presence of vegetative detritus but may not entirely be attributed to the contribution of BB aerosols in these mixtures; similar compounds may also be emitted from non-burning forest sources, especially in windy regions. Aerosol spectra from Whistler mid-valley in 2008 (as shown in a biogenic factor component in Fig. 10d) – where contributions from wildfire burning were estimated to be minimal – also contain methylene peaks, and their co-occurrence with dust (Schwartz et al., 2010) suggests the lofting of detritus even in the absence of fires.

**Mass and molar ratios**

The average values of (OM/OC mass, O/C atomic) ratios of (2.0, 0.60), (2.0, 0.65), (2.0, 0.57), (2.2, 0.76) and (1.85, 0.45) for categories (a) through (e), respectively, and in general agreement with aged aerosol previously measured by AMS by Sun et al. (2009) at Whistler Peak for one month during April and May 2006. The lower OM/OC and O/C ratios for BB aerosol (relative to oxygenated aerosol) is also consistent with values reported by Aiken et al. (2008) for BBOA aerosol measured by the AMS in Mexico City, though the ratios at Whistler Peak are closer to those measured by aircraft above Mexico City than at the ground site. This may indicate that the BB aerosol measured at Whistler Peak is also aged, consistent with finding a smaller fraction of hydroxyl groups in the OM mass than would be expected for fresh BB aerosol. The OM/OC mass ratios for all aerosol types measured at the Whistler Peak samples, even for the samples primarily derived from anthropogenic combustion, are generally higher than measured for urban areas (Russell, 2003; Aiken et al., 2008). Aerosol aging can also lead to a high rate of functionalisation (Robinson et al., 2007). The high fraction of organic acid and ketone groups in BB and aerosol from non-burning forest sources suggest that a large portion of the aged aerosol observed at the Whistler Peak site may be secondary, as also suggested by Sun et al. (2009) and Schwartz et al. (2010).

**Component profiles and source contributions inferred PMF analysis**

PMF analysis was also applied to the FTIR spectra for submicron aerosols to determine if the mixed aerosol types can be resolved into constituent profiles and contributions. In two- to six-factor PMF decompositions, one factor (Fig. 10a) sharing spectroscopic characteristics of the anthropogenic combustion cluster (Fig. 9a) consistently appears with little change in profile or strength among rotations and number of factors, while the remaining variance is divided among the other factor(s). The three-factor solution will be discussed primarily as its factors represent physically plausible spectra that adequately reproduce the sample spectra (details on solution-selection criteria are further discussed by Russell et al., 2009, and Russell et al., 2011).

This solution explained 90% of the variance in the spectra, on average. In this solution, one of the two remaining factors closely resembles the BB component spectra reported by Hawkins and Russell (2010), as seen in Fig. 10e, and for this reason it is referred to as Factor BB. The Factor BB spectra contains the sharp methylene double peaks noted earlier, and relatively high absorbance by ketone groups. A large fractional contribution of ketone has not been observed in anthropogenic combustion or marine FTIR PMF components, but has been observed in both BB and biogenic sources (Hawkins and Russell, 2010; Schwartz et al., 2010; Bahadur et al., 2010). Hawkins and Russell (2010) also observed a significant fraction of ketone in their BB fraction at the
Fig. 11. Time series of submicron OM reconstructed from (a) day samples and (b) night samples for three-factor PMF with anthropogenic combustion factor (red), Factor Bio (dark green), and Factor BB (blue). Two-factor PMF solution is shown for (c) day samples and (d) night samples with anthropogenic combustion factor (red) and forest factor (purple). Note the different axis scale for the spring and summer periods. In the right panel, the OFG composition of the factors are represented with organic hydroxyl (pink), alkane (blue), ketone (teal), primary amine (orange), and acid (green) groups. Factor BB (left pie) and Factor Bio (right pie) from the three-factor solution are essentially a split of the forest factor from the two-factor solution.

Scripps Pier. The ketone fraction of Factor BB is similar to that reported by Hawkins and Russell (2010) (25%). Factor BB is correlated to Br ($r = 0.67$) and non-soil K ($r = 0.69$), which are considered to be tracers for BB (Andreae et al., 1996 and Gilardoni et al., 2009, respectively). The spectral profile of Factor BB also resembles the spectral cluster shown in Fig. 9e (corresponding to sampling periods 17 to 21 August and 31 August to 3 September). The number of samples in this category is small, but appears to be an “edge” case in the search space of PMF. Edge cases represent events in which one or few sources dominate mixture proportions, providing better constraints on component identities (Henry, 2003).

The spectral profile of the remaining factor resembles non-burning forest emissions and is referred to as Factor Bio. The Factor Bio spectrum resembles the high-hydroxyl “Biogenic Part 1” identified from the mid-mountain Whistler measurements of Schwartz et al. (2010) (Fig. 10c). Biogenic Part 1 was correlated to monoterpenes and dust. Factor Bio has a ketone contribution unlike Biogenic Part 1, but similar to the combined Whistler 2008 biogenic factor (Fig. 10b). The presence of ketone is consistent with the initial products of BVOC oxidation, as suggested by laboratory chamber studies of monoterpenes and isoprene oxidation products (Table 2 of Schwartz et al., 2010) and measurements of ambient aerosol influenced by forest sources (Bahadur et al., 2010). Ketones were not observed in the total, continuous samples during non-burning forest aerosol periods (Fig. 2), while it was observed in the submicron and total samples when for day or night-only samples. The carbonyl absorption for the total, continuous periods were not below detection limit, but (unambiguously) apportioned to carboxylic acid rather than ketones according to the algorithm described in Russell et al. (2009). The methylene peaks also appear in Factor Bio, which is a reasonable outcome if long-chain plant waxes are lofted by the wind from non-burning forest sources.

While the anthropogenic combustion factor is highly prominent in the low OM period in March and April, the two forest (burning and non-burning) sources are the main contributors to the high OM during May to September (Fig. 11a–b), a period characterized by higher temperatures and numerous sporadic fires. The contribution of Factor Bio to the spring season when there were no fires is higher relative to Factor BB. It is worth noting, however, that Factor BB and Factor Bio spectral profiles have an apparent correlation coefficient of 0.88. As discussed previously, multi-collinearity is a well-known issue in regression problems, and its presence indicates that the variance in estimated strengths of our components are likely to be inflated. Observations suggest that this is the case for Factor Bio and Factor BB. During the large local fire period of 30 July to 8 August the relative contribution of Factor Bio increases rather than Factor BB. Factor BB, in small contributions, is observed during time periods of no to little wildfires such as the spring and early July. For these periods, it is likely that the magnitude of component strengths cannot be differentiated from each.
other in the former case, or from zero in the latter example. Also, in the case of PMF analysis where component strengths and profiles are both estimated from the data, it is possible that errors in the estimated coefficients (strengths) may also lead to errors in the factor profiles. The close resemblance of factor profiles for the Whistler Peak site to profiles derived for other campaigns and independently attributed to probable sources (e.g., Hawkins and Russell, 2010 and Schwartz et al., 2010) suggests that the error in overall shape of our profiles is small.

Exploring other possible solutions, we find that the four-factor solutions retains the anthropogenic combustion factor but further splits Factor BB into component profiles previously unobserved in ambient and laboratory spectra, and this pattern is repeated out to the six-factor decomposition. As Ulbrich et al. (2009) point out, components can be arbitrarily “split” into artificial factors once the prescribed number of factors exceeds the number of resolvable components, which may be a possible interpretation in this case. The two-factor solution contains the anthropogenic combustion factor and a factor combining the features of the burning and non-burning forest factors (methylene peaks and high carbonyl absorbance) as shown in Fig. 10d. This solution explained 80% of the variation on average, but the explained variation was approximately 30% for type (e) samples (BB) and was as low as 62–64% for some samples in cluster (c) (non-burning biogenic), suggesting that this forest factor does not represent the extreme cases of burning and non-burning products well. The similarity of the two anthropogenic combustion factors both in composition and in temporal contribution to OM over the whole campaign as shown in Fig. 11 is noteworthy. This robustness in the anthropogenic combustion factor profile and strength suggests that anthropogenic combustion is a chemically consistent source of organic aerosol to Whistler Peak.

The spectral profiles derived from PMF correspond to the average profiles of components contributing to Eulerian measurements at a fixed location (e.g., Whistler Peak). When relating possibly non-conservative components to source profiles, we implicitly invoke the assumption of quasi-stationarity (Zhou et al., 2005). If chemical transformations are occurring during transport (and are reflected in the observed spectra at the site), the transformations must be relatively consistent for each of the PMF components such that each component represents the contributions from the primary emission signature and a (semi-)constant transformation term. When rates of transport dominate over transformation mechanisms across arbitrary distances for aerosols with regional sources, instances of homogeneous composition over space and time can be observed. The similarity of the anthropogenic combustion and forest PMF factors from this study to those derived for the Whistler mid-valley campaign suggests that the organic aerosols are probably non-local to either of these locations, and may be the product of common sources and chemical transformations. The absence of significant day-night differences in OM observed in this study (Fig. 5) is consistent with the observation that the OM was not dominated by local-scale sources (e.g., daytime photochemistry), and is also consistent with a long-range transported anthropogenic combustion source or forest burning sources (either local or regional). Even a non-burning forest source such as BVOC oxidation may not exhibit a diurnal signal in the OM as the incremental changes during daytime due to changes in oxidant or BVOC concentrations, and transport time from valley to the Peak may not permit sufficient distinction relative to the existing aerosol, particularly with 12-h integrated filters. The spectral similarity in the BB factor at Whistler Peak and Scripps Pier is surprising, given the possible differences in atmospheric processing that may occur during transport from fire locations in Western Canada or Northern California to their respective measurement sites. This resemblance may reflect the similarity in chemical composition of organic aerosol emitted from BB sources, but may also reflect the similarity in the chemistry occurring in BB plumes (e.g., VOCs released during burning might be reduced to similar dominant compounds).

3.3.3 Long-range transport

The 21 to 24 August three-day sample was the only period for which organosulphate groups were above detection limit. This period also corresponds to the highest sulphate concentrations measured by ACSM (6-h averaged concentrations (uncorrected for collection efficiency) peaking at 6 µg m$^{-3}$). The combination of organosulphate groups and supermicron organic particles suggests that air masses sampled from 17 August to 31 August may have been influenced by different sources than those controlling the particle composition during most of the project. On 17 August 2009 the Koryaksky Volcano in Kamchatka, Russia, erupted sending emissions to at least a height of 4000 m above sea level and causing an air traffic advisory to be issued. Air back-trajectories reach to this general area (Fig. 12), offering the possibility that this increase in sulphur, primarily sulphuric acid, was the result of the transport and oxidation of SO$_2$ from this eruption. However, the general feature of lower organic and higher sulphate mass concentrations is also consistent with the Trans-Pacific transport of Asian pollution to this site (e.g., Leaitch et al., 2009). In either case, a long distance source is a likely explanation.

3.3.4 Regional sources – mid-mountain and peak comparison

FTIR measurements of submicron organic aerosol (at approximately 12-h time resolution) were also collected at Whistler mid-valley 2008 (1020 m a.s.l.) for a month from 16 May to 16 June 2008 (Schwartz et al., 2010). The 2008 submicron OM at the valley site ranged from less than 0.5 to 3.1 µg m$^{-3}$, with a project mean and standard deviation of
Three-to-five-day ambient OM concentrations measured at Whistler Peak during spring and summer 2009 varied from 0.06 to 13.6 μg m$^{-3}$ with a project mean and standard deviation of 3.2±3.3 μg m$^{-3}$. Significant systematic trends were not observed in FTIR measurements between day- and nighttime samples. Submicron and total OFG mass concentrations were indistinguishable, with the exception of a few periods. The OM concentrations, which reached 1.2 μg m$^{-3}$ during the spring period from March to April, were consistently lower than the concentrations from May to September. Ketone groups were not detected in the spring but contributed up to 27% of the average organic aerosol composition in the summer. The OM concentrations measured during spring 2008 in the Whistler mid-valley, at a site over 1 km lower than the peak location, were lower than the concentrations observed during the corresponding time period at the peak in 2009. The sources identified for the Whistler Peak location were similar to those found at the mid-valley site, with the addition of BB aerosol from the 2009 fire season observed at the Peak site.

From an analysis of aerosol measurements and airmass backtrajectories, the sampling campaign was divided into periods primarily influenced by anthropogenic combustion, non-burning forest emissions, and biomass burning sources. FTIR aerosol spectra resembling the anthropogenic combustion PMF factor from the Whistler mid-valley campaign (2008) were observed during the anthropogenic combustion periods. These spectra have a characteristic ammonium absorbance (often associated with sulphate) and are dominated by alkane functional groups (39% on average) in the organic aerosol fraction. Spectra of aerosols collected during a few biomass burning periods resembled the biomass burning component from the Scripps Pier campaign (2008) in San Diego, CA. This spectra type contained sharp methylene peaks attributed to plant waxes, and a large contribution of ketones (26% on average) to the organic aerosol mass. Spectra resembling the non-burning biogenic forest component from the Whistler mid-valley campaign were also observed during periods determined to be dominated by non-burning biogenic sources. The remaining FTIR spectra appeared to contain a mixture of aerosols from these three sources, which is a plausible outcome due to the remoteness of the sampling location and three to five-day sampling intervals. While PMF decomposition of this spectra set revealed components (anthropogenic combustion, non-burning biogenic, and burning) similar or nearly identical to factors found in previous campaigns, OM/OC ratios and O/C ratios of values often greater than 2.0 and 0.57, respectively, indicating the organic aerosol observed at the site were highly aged and possibly formed through secondary generation mechanisms.
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